CHAPTER FIVE

Why and How to Privatize
HAVING EXAMINED THE theoretical basis for privatization, we now turn

to pragmatic questions: Why privatize, that is, what problems call for pri
vatization as a potential remedy? What are the objectives of privatization?
What is the crucial ingredient of a privatization program? What is the ideal
policy environment for successful privatization? What are the different
forms of privatization? How does one manage the privatization process?

Why Privatize?
Dissatisfaction and recurrent problems with government activities invite pri
vatization as a possible remedy for the problems. Of course, complaints
about poor government performance are commonplace throughout the
world, and much of this may be conventional and culturally obligatory
grumbling and ridicule, but there is ample evidence that much of the dis
satisfaction is justified.

The Need for Privatization: Symptoms and Diagnosis
Indicators of poor performance are much the same for both government
services and government-owned enterprises (GOEs), and it is these symp
toms that lead to the demand for privatization or other far-reaching struc
tural reforms. Agencies, activities, enterprises, and assets that exhibit any
of the following characteristics are potential candidates for privatization:
• inefficiency, overstaffing, and low productivity
• poor quality of goods and services
• continuing losses and rising debts of for-profit government enterprises
• lack of managerial skills or sufficient managerial authority
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• unresponsiveness to the public
• undermaintenance of facilities and equipment
• insufficient funds for needed capital investments
• excessive vertical integration
• obsolete practices or products, and little marketing capability
• multiple and conflicting goals
• misguided and irrelevant agency missions
• underutilized and underperforming assets
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receivership by a judge who cited "indescribable conditions" that had
caused "incalculable human suffering" and accused the directors of "gross
mismanagement, nonfeasance, incompetence, and irresponsibility."
The projects operated by the Housing Authority had "leaky ceilings,
frequent cessation of such basic services as heat, hot water, and electricity,
of windows that do not open in hot weather and cannot be closed in cold
weather, of infestations of rodents and insects, of mounds of rubbish and
trash, of packs of wild dogs and of much more."2

Inefficiency. Evidence of poor government performance in terms of inef
ficiency, overstaffing, and low productivity is presented systematically in
the next chapter, where the public and private sectors are compared and
performance is contrasted before and after privatization. An example of an
inefficient GOE with low productivity was Deutsche Telecom, the German
telecommunications monopoly, which had twice as many employees per
customer as American telephone companies. Poor performance of con
ventional municipal services is most readily apparent in solid-waste col
lection, where numerous studies show that the cost of monopolistic
municipal collection is 30 to 40 percent greater than the price of collec
tion by private contractors. 1

Some state enterprises are not expected to break even
or make money, but many are. Nevertheless, loss-making and debt-ridden
igovernment enterprises tend to be the rule rather than the exception even
)among the for-profit group, and this is the principal impetus behind the
:;worldwide movement to privatize such entities. The underlying reason for
. state of affairs is the lack of true financial accountability. That is, gov
ernment agencies and GOEs are rarely subject to binding budget con
straints; they can usually muster enough political pressure to extract more
bsidies. 3
Among the thousands of examples that could be cited are the Argen
state-owned airline and railroad systems, which were losing $1 mil
and $5 million per day respectively before they were privatized. 4 In
United States, after pouring almost $7 billion into Conrail, a group of
~aukrupt freight railroads that was consolidated in 1976, the Federal gov
!Jrnment was able to get only $1.65 billion when it sold the railroad by a
sale of shares in 1987. Under private ownership the railroad thrived
was sold for almost $10 billion just ten years later. Municipal stadi
and convention centers typically lose money and fail to bring the eco
. benefits proclaimed to support their costly construction. New York
Off-Track Betting Corporation is a municipally owned bookmaker
ted to generate funds for the public schools, but after paying its stan
fee to the city coffers it merely broke even-reportedly the only
. in the world not making money hand over fist. The principal reason
this remarkable situation? Too many overpaid, underworked patron
employees and too many sweetheart leases for betting parlors on sites
~aun2:in{! to politically connected property owners. 5

Poor quality. Poor water quality in public water systems is regrettably
commonplace in developing countries, but in Washington, D.C., too, the
water was found to be a potential health hazard in 1996. The Boston
Housing Authority, a city agency that houses the poor, was placed in

The common lack of managerial
in government results both from the appointment of people whose
qualifications are political and from the persistence of relatively low
ies for upper management compared to the private sector. 6 But even

• illegal practices
• theft and corruption
Frequently underlying all these symptoms is the fact that many govern
ment activities are performed by monopolies, which have little incentive to
use resources efficiently or to use labor-saving practices and suffer no penalty
for poor performance. Of course, some government agencies do very well, but
these problems-many of them interrelated-abound in many government
activities. To be sure, they can be found in the private sector as well, but pri
vate firms that perform poorly are taken over or go out of business, whereas
government agencies that do poorly are immune to takeovers and may be
given bigger budgets in an attempt, often in vain, to improve their perfor
mance. Each of these shortcomings is illustrated.

Losses and debts.

of managerial skills and authority.
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good managers are hampered by restrictions such as civil service rules and
one-sided, politically arranged labor agreements that effectively eliminate
a manager's authority to reward good performance and to punish pOor
performance. (A whimsical note: Genghis Khan conquered Asia with an
army less than half the size of New York City's civil service, but he had
far greater managerial discretion to reward and punish than today's more
circumscribed chief executives: he could award Persia to a successful gen
eral and lop off someone's head for poor performance.)

Unresponsiveness.

A stunning illustration of unresponsive public services
could be found in Argentina, where, before the national telephone com
pany was privatized, one had to wait an average of 17 years to have a tele
phone installed!?

Undermaintenance and insufficient capital investment. Because vehicle
maintenance is paid for out of the operating budget but new vehicles are
often paid for from the capital budget, it is often easier to buy a new truck
than to maintain an old one; it is not surprising therefore that in some city
agencies 40 percent of the agency's trucks are "down," that is, not in func
tioning order. This means that many more trucks are purchased than are
necessary to carry out the work. On the other hand, the problem of insuf
ficient funds to purchase needed capital equipment on a timely basis is
vividly illustrated by the plaintive plea for new garbage trucks by a public
worker director I met who was told by his city council that only police cars
were to be bought that year, and only fire trucks the next, because both
services were more important than public works.
Excessive vertical integration. This ponderous phrase describes the usual
practice under communism whereby state enterprises provided housing,
medical clinics, and vacation sites for their employees, as well as schools
and recreation programs for employees' children, and sometimes even grew
food, collected honey, and made sausages (as did an electronics plant I vis
ited in Ukraine). But as First Deputy City Administrator in New York, I dis
covered that our Parks Department was manufacturing picnic tables and
playground equipment at a cost many times the price at which they could
be bought-also an example of excessive vertical integration. These exam
ples from the Second and First Worlds respectively can be supplemented
with a Third World case: Pakistan International Airlines has a poultry farm
that supplies food for its in-flight meals. One wonders about the transfer
ability of management skills between raising chickens and flying airplanes.
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lete products and little marketing capability. The sausages and honey
the electronics plant were tasty, but unfortunately its electronic tape
~ ..rI""rs were obsolete, and no one would buy them after entrepreneurs
bringing in modern products from East Asia following the collapse
the communist state. As for the lack of sales capability, this was not nec
under communism, where shortages were standard, factories pro
whatever they were told to by the central state planning agency, and
!consumer needs did not count.
Ie and conflicting goals.

Pity the hapless manager of the state-owned
ture enterprise in Hungary who was charged with satisfying multi
conflicting, and mutually exclusive goals: (1) starting a new hog farm
the eastern part of the country to promote regional economic develop
t, even though hog feed could not be grown locally but had to be
orted at considerable expense from the western part of the countrywhich the pork was exported because that was also where the major
oarkets were; (2) hiring many workers in order to reduce local unemploy
and (3) operating at a profit. Similarly, a huge smelter was built in
stan thousands of miles from the source of aluminum ore and from
markets. 8 These absurd situations are not unknown in the United
where government laboratories sometimes are sited in accordance
similarly conflicting goals, for example, to provide a local economic
and produce high-quality scientific results despite the fact that it is
t to recruit and retain first-class scientists in that locale. For a very
t example, consider the homeless shelters in New York, where com
about poor conditions led to privatization of the city-run temporary
, by contracting with nonprofit agencies, but then the conditions
so good that new arrivals did not want to leave! Was the goal to
clients who obviously had been living elsewhere or to provide the
homeless with modest, temporary shelter?9

ided and irrelevant agency missions. Agencies and state enterprises
be created to address particular needs, but that action may have been
~sguided, that need may have disappeared or been satisfied over time, and
e agency may no longer be relevant, yet it survives due to a combination
inertia and the power of entrenched bureaucrats and other beneficiaries.
Rural Electrification Administration survives despite the essentially
iQmDlete availability of electricity throughout the United States. Agricultural
boards, conceived ostensibly to stabilize agricultural prices and
liorate gluts and shortages in food production, also fit this description.
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A classical example of agencies that have long since outlived their useful
ness, marketing boards in the United States attract public attention only
when they issue orders to destroy thousands of tons of fruit in order to keep
prices up. In Canada in 1996, a farmer was jailed for five months for not
selling his barley to the Canadian Wheat Board but instead driving two
miles across the border and selling some of it in the United States.IO
In Africa, marketing boards have had a truly malevolent effect, con
tributing to famines by the following perverse mechanism: The boards
were created and given the exclusive authority to buy and sell selected
agricultural products, while other government agencies monopolized the
sale of agricultural inputs such as seed and fertilizer to farmers. In order
to curry favor and political support from urban dwellers, however, the
price of food was kept artificially low by paying low prices to the farmers
for their crops and selling them inputs at high prices. (Concentrated city
residents are more potent politically than dispersed rural farmers .) The
predictable result: farmers, losing money, were driven to subsistence agri
culture, producing food for themselves but little food for markets, leading
to famines in the cities.
Government agencies tend to
hold onto vacant land and unoccupied buildings in the hope of encour
aging expansion of their programs. ("We can do that; we have just the
site!") Mental health facilities in the United States are examples, where
much prime property that was vacated after deinstitutionalization remains
underutilized.
To be fair, one must recognize that the problems are sometimes
dropped into the laps of public-sector managers by political leaders. This
happens when governments take over failing private enterprises "in order
to save jobs," a pernicious practice that usually results in more widespread
and prolonged suffering. On services subject to user charges, governments
may impose price controls or eliminate the charges altogether "to keep
prices affordable," thereby starving the service of resources and leading
directly to shortages and poor performance; public bus services in Amer
ican cities often exemplify this particular perversion. (Vouchers achieve the
same goal, affordability, more effectively.) Governments may quite prop
erly undertake large and risky capital projects that have uncertain out
comes and very long payback periods, such as space exploration, but
because every project spawns numerous beneficiaries, government tends
to continue the project long after it has become a white elephant and has
no hope of success. The Synthetic Fuels Corporation in the United States
Underutilized and underperforming assets.
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an example, established in the mistaken belief that the country was
a fuel shortage.
'practices. Government agencies sometimes engage in practices that
illegal or would be illegal for any other entity. For example, the New
k State Power Authority routinely violated safety standards at its
r power plants and was fined more than half a million dollars by
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (a federal agency) in 1992 alone. 11
Tennessee Valley Authority, a federal agency that also operates nuclear
plants, was accused of filing a misleading report about the severity
an accident. 12

These ills are found in both the public and private
, of course, but can provide the impetus for privatization when egre
conduct is discovered in public agencies. The overthrow of Philip
President Ferdinand Marcos was triggered in part by his flagrant use
state enterprises to line his pockets and those of his cronies, and the new
.n"~rnment initiated an extensive privatization program.
Another example of corrupt behavior was found in an unusual gov
t activity: rounding up wild horses on federal lands in the western
nited States. Employees and officials of the Bureau of Land Management
accused of receiving money for illegally shipping the horses to slaugh
uses.13 The horses could have been sold at auction with the proceeds
to the public purse instead of being appropriated by the employees.
A similar instance, and the fundamental lesson to be learned from it,
reported by Terry Anderson and Jane Shaw, who tell the sad tale of a
.or urban park, Ravenna Park in Seattle, that was destroyed by public
rship. Late in the nineteenth century, the park was assembled pri
as a preserve of giant fir trees. It was opened to the public and
8,000 to 10,000 visitors a day, at a fee that would be the equiv
of $3 today. After twenty-five years, the city condemned the propand took it over as a public park. Within fourteen years, all the giant
were gone, apparently cut down and sold illicitly by park employees.
y it is a high-crime area with a concrete tennis court where once stood
largest tree, one with a twenty-foot diameter. Whereas the private
nwners recognized the latent public demand for a park preserve and found
profitable to create the park and treat it well, once the public owned it,
. employees-who had no true ownership rights and therefore no
lonl!-term stake in it-found it profitable in the short-term to convert the
into firewood. 14 The moral of the story is that private ownership
and corruption.
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(with attendant property rights) achieved a public purpose, while public
ownership did not. Aristotle explained it well more than 2,000 years ago:
"That which is owned in common by the greatest number has the least care
devoted to it."15

Why Governments Privatize: Survey Results
Survey information sheds light on why governments privatize. A 1992
survey asked local officials in the United States why they consider priva
tizing. The questionnaire was directed to the chief administrative officer of
every municipality with a population of more than 10,000 and every
county with a population of more than 25,000, a total of 4,935 govern
ments; 1,504 answers were received, a response rate of 31 percent. 16 Table
5.1 shows that an internal effort to reduce costs is the principal reason
(about 90 percent of the respondents) that governments privatize and
external fiscal pressures are the second strongest reason (about 53 per
cent). In other words, they privatize to save money. An earlier survey iden
tified infrastructure decay as another important reason; that is, new or
rehabilitated infrastructure is needed and municipalities see privatization
as a means to satisfy the need despite their current budget problems. I ?
(This was not offered as a choice in the 1992 survey.)
A 1992 survey of state government officials in the United States explored
their reasons for considering privatization. Responses were received from 158
agencies in 29 states. All the responding agencies had used contracting and

TABLE 5.l-WHY LOCAL GOVERNMENTS ARE INTERESTED IN PRIVATIZATION

Reason
Internal attempts to cut costs
External fiscal pressures
Unsolicited proposals (from private sector)
Political climate
Statelfederal mandates tied to
intergovernmental financing
Concerns about liability
Citizen group
Other

Percent of officials reporting
this reason for considering privatization

90
53
23
23

almost all had privatized facilities and sold assets. Like local officials, state
·officials identified cost savings as the principal reason for privatization. Other
dominant reasons for all three forms of privatization, differing only slightly
in the rankings, are higher-quality services, rapid implementation, and pro
vision of services that are otherwise not available. Another stated reason for
acting out is that it solves labor problems. ls
A somewhat different survey of state officials in 1997 asked why pri
vatization activity was increasing. The answers, ranked in descending
were (1) cost savings, (2) greater political support for privatization,
(3) more flexibility and less red tape, (4) faster implementation, (5) lack
of state personnel and expertise, (6) increased innovation, and (7) higher
uality service. 19

r.obiectives of Privatization Programs
rnments should have specific objectives for privatization. Overcom
the problems listed at the beginning of this chapter are common objec
but there are others as well, some of them related or overlapping;
I of the following objectives are most appropriate for developing

• Reduce the cost of government
• Generate revenues, both by selling assets and then by collecting
taxes from them
• Reduce government debt, for instance, through debt-equity swaps
• Supply infrastructure or other facilities that government cannot
otherwise provide
• Bring in specialized skills needed for technologically advanced
activities

20

• Initiate or expand a service quickly
• Lessen government interference and direct presence in the econ
omy

18
8

• Reduce the role of government in society (build or strengthen
civil society)

7
Source: Adapted from Rowan Miranda and Karlyn Andersen, "Alternative Service
Delivery in Local Government, 1982-1992," in Municipal Year Book 1994 (Washington,
D.C.: International City-County Management Association), 26-35, fig. 3/1.
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• Accelerate economic development
• Decentralize the economy and broaden the ownership of eco
nomic assets
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• Show commitment to economic liberalization and increase busi
ness confidence
• Promote the development of capital markets (by creating and
selling shares )20
• Attract new foreign and domestic investment and encourage
return of flight capital
• Satisfy foreign lenders (including international bodies such as the
World Bank)
• Improve living standards
• Gain popular support (by getting rid of malfunctioning bureau
cracies)
• Reward political allies
• Weaken political opponents (for example, labor unions)
While all of these objectives may be desirable, some are mutually
incompatible; moreover, the objective and the nature of the entity or activ
ity to be privatized affect the method one chooses for privatizing, For
instance, selling a monopoly GOE intact, with few post-sale conditions, to
a single buyer in a competitive process will maximize the sale revenue but
will not lead to broader ownership or to greater efficiency from the public's
point of view, and it may not attract subsequent investment. In Panama I
argued against the government's plan to sell the national telecommunica
tions company in a way that would provide an immediate cash infusion
for the current government, because the process was sure to lead to higher
prices for the public. In Brazil, on the other hand, the government wisely
broke up the state-owned telecommunications monopoly, which was worth
about $30 billion, into twelve parts: three regional companies, eight cel
lular concessions, and a long-distance carrier, which together were worth
only about $20 billion. The sale of competitive businesses would bring in
much less than the sale of the intact monopoly, but the public would
undoubtedly benefit through lower prices even though the government rev
enue from the sale would not be maximized. Ironically, the leftist political
party opposed the sale on the grounds that the price was too low. 21
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher's long-term goal in undertaking her
privatization program was nothing less than to change the attitude of the
British people toward a free-market economy and away from creeping
socialism. Her principal short-term objective was to enlarge the fraction of
the British populace that had a stake in the economy. This was accom-
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by carrying out a public sale of shares rather than a private sale
competitive bidding among prequalified companies; mounting an exten
and expensive advertising program to encourage ordinary citizens to
in shares; selling shares to the enterprise's employees at a discount;
the number of shares sold to any single buyer; and setting the
of shares somewhat below their market value. (This all meant that
cost of administering the program was relatively high and the proceeds
tively low, thereby deliberately foregoing another objective of privati
namely, maximizing immediate revenue from the sale.) She suc
spectacularly in reaching her objective, however, increasing the
~ctlOn of UK adults who directly owned shares from 9 percent to 25 perin only thirteen years. 22 Her intermediate goals were to make priva
irreversible, that is, to prevent the Labour Party from simply
her work when it next gained power, and to weaken the labor
which she considered a root cause of Britain's decline. In these
s, too, she was successful. More than 98 percent of employees bought
(discounted) shares in their company, defying their unions and the
our Party, which urged them to boycott the sales. Later, when the
bour Party vowed to renationalize the newly privatized companies, it
to back down and promise not to do so because it encountered strong
.tion from the unionized, share-owning workers.
In Bolivia the goal of privatization was to promote economic devel
, even at the cost of foregoing revenue from the sale of GOEs. The
(for half the shares) stayed instead in the newly privatized company,
the public benefited both from the new investments that were required
the buyer and from the creation of a retirement system financed by the
uent sale of the government's shares. 23
As an illustration of privatization used to reward political allies, pri
tion in Russia was carried out in a way that benefited the banks,
were strong supporters of embattled President Boris Yeltsin. An ironic
perverse instance of privatizing in order to reward political allies
r"'-urred in Nicaragua after the Sandinista government lost the first free
llection ever held in a communist country. Having nationalized not only
when they seized power, but also land, houses, and automobiles
r-·~.l.l~U1b to their political opponents, the Sandinistas privatized these state
assets by giving them gratis to their supporters before ceding conI to the newly elected democratic government!
From the perspective of a company being privatized, such as Conrail,
tization presents an opportunity to revolutionize the culture, strat
, and organization; emphasize cost efficiency in all aspects of opera
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tions; adopt consistent policies in allocating and exploiting company
resources, including disinvesting; become more market oriented and adopt
market pricing; give up subsidies; gain access to capital markets; and per
haps expand internationally.24

Competition: The Key Ingredient for Successful Privatization
The primary goal of any privatization effort is, or should be, to introduce
competition and market forces in the delivery of public services, in the
operation of public enterprises, and in the use of public assets. We vigor
ously oppose private monopolies in the private sector and break up
monopolies that would restrain competition. The Sherman Antitrust Act
of 1890, the Clayton Antitrust Act of 1914, antimonopoly units in the
Department of Justice, and public utility commissions in every state pro
tect the public against monopolies-private monopolies. (Critics of cur
rent regulations assert that now they are more likely to protect monopolies
from competition.) We know that the public interest suffers without the
goad of competition and in the absence of alternatives and choices. But in
the public sector, perversely, we have relied heavily on monopolies to
deliver public services and to operate the most important public enter
prises, those that supply collective goods. We have unwittingly created and
maintained such monopolies under the naive assumption that if the
monopoly is a public one, it will somehow automatically operate in the
public interest. Moreover, we often prohibit competition in the mistaken
belief that competition constitutes wasteful duplication. We labor under the
delusion that total reliance on a single supplier is the best way to assure
satisfactory delivery of vital public services if the supplier is the government
itself. But public monopolies can be expected to behave just like private
ones, not because the people working in them are greedy or venal, but
because the underlying incentives are the same and human beings
inevitably respond to them in the same way. Thus, monopolies tend to
become inefficient, ineffective, and unresponsive.
Because the basic assumption has gone unexamined, to improve gov
ernment service the emphasis has been on better public administration,
preservice education, in-service training, civil service reform, performance
budgeting, planning-programming-budgeting systems (PPBS), zero-based
budgeting (ZBB), computers, quantitative methods, reorganization, orga
nizational development, sensitivity training, incentive systems, manage
ment by objectives, productivity programs, joint labor-management
committees, total quality management, re-engineering, and the like. All of
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,these were or may be desirable, but they fail to identify, let alone address,
the underlying, structural problem of government monopoly, which is the
dominant factor responsible for malperformance of government services.
,W hen this underlying problem is understood, it is clear that poor perfor
mance of government agencies and GOEs will not yield to managerial fads,
r.preaching, indignation, or finger-pointing at villains; market forces must
be brought to bear to overcome the monopoly mechanisms we have wit
y or unwittingly established in the public sector.
Introducing competition requires a conscious strategy of creating alter
tives and fostering a receptive climate and attitude in favor of provid
options for public goods and services. 25 Service-delivery options are
ntial. Total dependence on a single supplier, whether a government
l~ ~ency or a private firm, is dangerous. Without choice and flexibility, the
timate consumer of public services, the citizen, is subject to endless
- " . . . I~itation and victimization. Government should have a chance to shop
d, for when choice is replaced by compulsion, the fundamental rela
ship between citizens and public employees is altered; the latter are no
public servants.
Public-service options provide a form of insurance: if several organiza
are delivering the same service and one fails or is subject to too many
stoppages, or is inefficient or ineffective or unresponsive or unsatis
....,....."'.." or too expensive, the public can turn to another supplier. Further
, separating the decision about supplying a service-what kind, what
ity, how much-from the actual production process gives the citizen
umer greater leverage and liberates him from the control of a single
ucracy that determines what service he will get, how much of it he will
ume, how it will be produced, and how much he will pay for it.
Such monopoly power has important consequences. When a service is
by taxes without pricing and without citizen choice, there is no
iMtective way to determine the level of popular support for the service except
the very long term. Ordinarily, customers who have a choice will seek out
ucers who will tailor their services to satisfy their customers' different
. Citizens denied the right to choose one alternative over another
indicate their preferences to shape the service, and the ballot box is
poor substitute for communicating program preferences. In the absence of
.
choice, so-called public servants have a captive market and little
ve to heed their putative customers. Control of the service depends
lM '''l~dd on the relative political power of the interested parties.
Competition can be fostered between different producers within the
or different institutional arrangements. For example, a civilian advi
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sory board in the United States called for competitive analysis of intelli
gence information to reduce the monopolistic role of the Central Intelli
gence Agency. The French government, unwilling to end the state
monopoly of television, nevertheless responded to complaints about its
"incompetent, flippant, disjointed, and criminally wasteful" Office of
French Radio and Television by establishing each of the three channels as
a completely independent, competing, government institution. 26 Subse
quently, two private franchises were awarded as well, and plans were made
to privatize one of the three state stations. 27
A refreshing and thought-provoking example of a deliberate effort to
stimulate intergovernmental competition came from Yugoslavia before the
breakup. The city fathers of Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia, desired the
services of city planners and solicited formal bids not only from their own
city planning agency but also from the city planning agency of Zagreb, the
capital of neighboring Croatia. An American observer reported that he
had never seen city employees anywhere work as hard as Ljubljana's city
planners, who wanted desperately to avoid the humiliation of having their
city's work contracted out to their professional and ethnic rivals. 28
Competition is at work in the United States in intergovernmental agree
ments where a county sheriff who provides police services to a local com
munity recognizes that the community could form its own police
department and thus tries harder to provide cost-effective services. The
sale of government assets and enterprises, for example, the Student Loan
Marketing Association (Sally Mae), restores or consigns such entities to the
marketplace where, ideally, they occupy contestable niches and are subject
to competition.

The Ideal Policy Environment for Privatization
Privatization of enterprises and assets is not enough. It is a means, not an
end in itself. An appropriate policy environment must be in place in order
to achieve the intended objectives, particularly for those countries-devel
oped, developing, and post-socialist-that are abandoning failed socialist
policies and liberalizing their economies. Privatization should be part of a
package of economic reforms. The elements of an ideal policy environ
ment are the familiar ones of a competitive market economy:
• market prices without price controls or subsidies
• the right to own property and to exercise property rights
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• no government barriers to entry by competitors and no protec
tionism
• equal application and enforcement of laws, including the tax
code and contract law, within a fair, comprehensive, independent
legal system
• no favoritism by government in providing access to credit and
foreign exchange
• no favoritism by government in selling raw materials or purchas
ing products
• market-based interest rates, not preferential rates on government
loans
• freedom for the newly privatized firm to hire and fire employees,
subject to equal application of labor laws and the privatization
agreement
• freedom for the private firm to restructure or change the busi
ness, subject to the privatization agreement
• political stability
• currency stability and control of inflation
Needless to say, nowhere is such an ideal policy fully in place, although
Kong before reverting to China came closest. But unless accompa
by economic liberalization, privatization of public enterprises is not
to result in significant gains in economic performance. 29
The post-socialist countries are privatizing rapidly and often clumsily,
they are only slowly and painfully developing the necessary institu
and laws for a market economy. Most must still establish the basic
~~ements that Westerners take for granted, such as property rights, corpo
law, contract law, tax codes, antimonopoly laws, labor and pension
bankruptcy law, banking law, disclosure requirements, accounting
f,praCtlces, independent regulatory bodies, and an independent judiciary.

of Privatization
use privatization can be accomplished by many different techniques,
fusion abounds when discussing privatization efforts in different coun
and different situations. Various terms have been used: public-private
hips, contracting out, denationalization, degovernmentalization,
s:-.....n.<1l.1Lation, shareization, and divestment, for example. These are syn
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onyms for privatization as defined in this book, Other terms--corporati
zation, commercialization, and marketization--can refer to privatization or
to attempts to make GOEs operate as though in a market environment.
Some of these terms are unwieldy in English but not in their own lan
guages. Other terms are unsatisfactory. For example, the privatization of
an enterprise or asset owned by a municipality cannot rightly be called
denationalization; should it be called demunicipalization?
The preceding chapter, in a static analysis, identified ten arrangements
for providing goods and services. The remainder of this chapter presents
a dynamic analysis, demonstrating how to go from an arrangement that
relies heavily on government to one that relies more on the private sector.
This section presents a classification taxonomy that encompasses all the
forms I have observed for privatizing government-run services and func
tions and government-owned enterprises and assets. It has the added virtue
of simplicity. 3D Later chapters describe in detail the privatization process
for services (chapter 7), enterprises and assets (chapter 8), and infrastruc
ture (chapter 9).
Three general methods are used to privatize government services and
activities, government-owned enterprises (GOEs), and other state-owned
assets: delegation, divestment, and displacement. Each of these incorporates
several specific approaches, which are identified in table 5.2 and discussed
in turn

Delegation
The first broad privatization strategy is delegation, which calls for a pos
itive act by government. Sometimes called partial privatization, delegation
requires a continuing, active involvement by government, for the state
remains entirely responsible for the function but merely delegates the actual
production activity to the private sector. Delegation is carried out by con
tract, franchise, subsidy (by grant or by voucher), or mandate.
Government can privatize an activity by con
tracting with a private organization, for-profit or nonprofit, to perform
the work. This, the most common form of privatization in the United
States, is taking place at the federal, state, and local government levels. It
is not new: America was discovered more than 500 years ago by a private
contractor hired by Queen Isabella of Spain to explore the western ocean.
Competitive contracting ("tendering") is compulsory for selected local gov
ernment services in Britain.
Delegation by contract.
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TABLE 5.2-FORMS OF PRIVATIZATION

Delegation

Contract

for part of the service
for total management

Franchise

by concession
by lease

Grant
Voucher
Mandate
Divestment

Sale

Free transfer

Displacement

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

joint venture
private buyer
the public
employees
users or customers
a joint venture
the public
employees
users or customers
original owner (restitution)
selected recipients

Liquidation
Default
Withdrawal (load shedding)
Deregulation

Local governments contract for direct services such as solid-waste col
t.","-l..J.on, street repair, street cleaning, snow removal, and tree maintenance,
illustrated in chapter 4. Government agencies at all levels often con
for support services such as data processing, loan processing, archi
~h>rhlfe and civil engineering, training, audiovisual services, food services,
loyee medical examinations, mail and file services, libraries, laundry
dry cleaning, facilities maintenance, warehousing, transportation, and
e maintenance. The average American city contracts out 23 percent
of its 64 common municipal services to the private sector. 31 The average
'American state contracts out 14 percent of its activities. 32 More than 200
different services are being provided by contractors to local governments 33
and the practice has been growing rapidly at both state and local levels,
egardless of the political affiliation of elected officials. Between 1982 and
1992 contracting out increased by 121 percent in the 596 cities where
comparable data were available. 34
Although contracting usually involves payment to the contractor by the
government, this need not be the case. A growing practice in developing
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countries is for the state to turn over the management of rural irrigation
systems to water-user associations, that is, farmer cooperatives, which have
proven to be more effective than government agencies in maintaining such
systems. In essence, the association enters into a maintenance contract, but
the cooperative does not get paid; its reward is a reliable supply of water. 35
Competitive contracting for public services is discussed fully in the next
chapter.
Delegation by franchise.

Franchising is another method of privatization.
Under a franchise, government awards a private organization the right
(often the exclusive right) to sell a service or a product to the public. The
private firm usually pays the government a fee. Two forms of franchising
exist. One involves the use of the public domain-airwaves, air space,
streets, underground space, and so forth. For example, broadcasters, air
lines, bus and taxi companies, and utilities (electricity, gas, water, tele
phone) use the public domain in the course of carrying out their
commercial activities. This arrangement is usually called a concession.
Infrastructure projects that are built, expanded, or upgraded through
public-private partnerships are franchises, usually in the form of conces
sions; they are discussed in chapter 9.
The second form is a lease, in which tangible, government-owned
property is used by a private lessee to engage in a commercial enterprise.
This is one of the common privatization strategies emerging in post-social
ist countries, although it is likely to be temporary until the property can
be sold outright. (The others are free transfer of shares to the public, iden
tified previously, and deregulation, discussed later.)
There is no sharp distinction between a lease and a concession. Some
differentiate the two in that capital investments under a lease are made by
the owner, the government, while under a concession they are made by the
concession holder, the franchisee. This is important in some privatizations,
but the distinction has little significance with respect to infrastructure pri
vatization, as is evident in chapter 9.
Both franchising and contracting should be carried out in an open,
transparent, competitive process.
Delegation by grant. Delegation is also achieved by awarding grants.
Instead of carrying out an activity itself, government arranges for a private
entity to do the work and provides a subsidy. In the United States, grants
are used for mass transit, low-income housing, maritime shipping, and
innumerable other activities. Grants are distinguished from contracts in
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that grants usually involve only the most general requirements (run a bus
service, build houses that rent at below-market prices, conduct research,
promote the arts), whereas contracts usually specify in great detail a par
ticular service (sweep the west side of certain north-south streets between
7 A.M. and 9 A.M. on Tuesdays and Fridays).
Delegation by voucher. Governments can also delegate by issuing vouch
ers to eligible recipients of formerly state-run services. Instead of subsi
dizing producers, as grants do, vouchers subsidize eligible consumers.
Vouchers, as described in chapter 4, are used for food, housing, educa
tion, health care, day care, and transportation. Recipients use vouchers to
supplement their own funds when purchasing these goods and services in
the marketplace. Chapter 10 deals further with vouchers for education
and social services.
Delegation by mandate. The fifth and final form of privatization by del
egation is a government mandate requiring private agencies to provide a
service at their expense. Unemployment insurance is a long-standing exam
ple of such a mandate in the United States; private employers provide this
fringe benefit for their employees. Privatization connotes a change in direc
tion and therefore mandates, like grants, vouchers, franchises and con
-tracts, can be considered forms of privatization only when they lead to a
lesser, not a greater, role for government. Thus if the government-run Social
' Security system in the United States were replaced by mandatory, individ
ual retirement accounts, this would be privatization by mandate, a form
of delegation. On the other hand, if market-based health care were
replaced by mandatory, employer-provided health care, this would be the
opposite of privatization, as it would involve a greater rather than a lesser
' role for government. A trend in the United States that many consider omi
nous is to create new social programs (for example, family leave, aid to
-the handicapped, job training) by imposing government mandates on pri
. vate employers instead of providing the services directly. The net economic
effect, of course, is the same, but the public is forced to pay covertly,
through higher prices, rather than openly, through taxes.

Divestment
Divestment means shedding an enterprise, function, or asset. Like dele
gation, this requires a direct, positive act by government, but unlike del
egation, it is generally a one-time affair. The enterprise or asset is either
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sold or given away as an ongoing business, or an enterprise may be liq
uidated (that is, closed down and the remaining assets sold). Where state
owned enterprises are abundant, "denationalization" is frequently used
to mean divestment. Chapter 8 describes the process of divestment in
detail.
Table 5.2 (p. 127) shows that divestment by sale can
be carried out in five ways: (1) by joint venture (see later); (2) by selling
the enterprise (or asset) to a private buyer, as was done with the Vista
Hotel in New York City, which had been owned by a government author
ity and was sold to a major hotel chain; (3) by issuing and selling shares
to the public, as was done with Conrail, the u.s. government-owned
freight railroad in 1987; (4) by selling the enterprise to the managers or,
more broadly, to employees, as was done with the National Freight Com
pany, the state-owned British trucking company;36 and (5) by selling the
enterprise or asset to its users or its customers. For example, state-owned
land may be sold to ranchers or loggers, and a rural electricity or water
system may be sold to a cooperative of local users; in Argentina, a freight
rail line that served industrial customers was sold to a consortium of users.
Governments in the United States own more than $4 trillion in real
estate assets, it is estimated. 37 It is commonplace for government to sell
land, buildings, equipment, and other assets that are no longer needed, or
to avoid future departmental expansions. The City of New York recently
sold its two radio stations and its television station. 38 At the federal level
the largest privatization in the United States since the Homestead Act took
place: the Clinton administration sold the government-owned uranium
enrichment plants; helium plants, power-marketing agencies, and oil fields
also went on the block.
The sale of a GOE can be partial, when the government sells most,
half, or only some of the GOE. A joint venture can be created, whereby a
private firm receives half the shares by supplying investment capital and
know-how and assumes operating control; the private capital stays in the
joint venture and the government receives no direct compensation for con
tributing its shares to the private firm. Whether it is a joint venture or any
other arrangement, however, unless government cedes control, with or
without ceding majority ownership, such a sale can be considered merely
a form of raising capital, not privatization. A sale can also be in stages,
called "tranches," whereby the government sells a portion of its holdings
at a time, as Japan and Germany did with their state-owned telecommu
nications companies.
Divestment by sale.
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Divestment by free transfer. Divestment does not require sale of an enter
prise; the latter could be given away, for example, to employees, to users
or customers, to the public at large, to the prior owner (restitution), or to
a qualified class of people. One could look at a joint venture as an exam
ple of free transfer, in that the state transfers its shares into a newly cre
ated entity as its contribution and receives no compensation, but it is more
logical to look at joint ventures as a partial sale, because the state is still
a part owner.
An instance of giving away an enterprise to the employees occurred
when the English Channel hovercraft ferry service, formerly owned by
British Rail, the state-owned railway, was given to its management, thereby
ending the drain on the public purse. 39 A proposal to privatize municipal
hospitals in New York City would give them away to newly created, local,
nonprofit, community-based boards representing the residents (i.e., users)
who rely heavily on that hospital. Proposals to privatize America's air-traf
fie-control system would give or sell the assets and responsibilities to a
consortium of airport users.40
In Kenya, the national water agency, responding to complaints about
the poor quality and quantity of water, turned over parts of the system to
rural water cooperatives; neighbors got together, dug deeper wells, con
nected more homes to trunk lines, managed the system, and improved their
water supply, doing all this with their own money and labor. Because the
customers are the owners, the operation is self-regulating and no govern
mental regulatory apparatus is needed.
A novel example of giving away an SOE to the public took place in
Canada. The proposed sale of an enterprise owned by a provincial gov
ernment, the British Columbia Resources Investment Corporation, led to
a prolonged and bitter political debate. To block the sale, opponents ques
tioned the proposed sale price. The dilemma faced by the proponents was
that if the price were too low, they would be accused of giving away the
people's patrimony; if it were too high, the sale would not succeed. In a
stroke of political genius, the provincial premier reasoned that because, in
the final analysis, the corporation belonged to the people, and the people
had already paid for it once, why should they have to pay for it again? It
could be given to them! Despite the complexity, this bold step was carried
out successfully by issuing shares to residents of the province. 41
Giving away SOEs to the public, or selling them at token prices, has
been an important privatization strategy in post-socialist countries,42 as
has restitution, restoring property to the original owners from whom it
had been confiscated by communist regimes.
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Examples of giving away shares of an SOE to a specially designated
group can be found in Albania, and also in Haiti, where former political
prisoners were given shares as a form of national atonement and com
pensation for their years of suffering under harsh dictators.
Divestment by liquidation. Finally, divestment can be carried out by shut
ting down and liquidating a poorly performing enterprise, that is, selling
its assets if no buyer can be found for it as a going enterprise and if the
prospects are bleak for ever making it profitable. This is privatization
because the assets reenter the marketplace and become available for better
uses. Thousands of such enterprises have been liquidated in post-socialist
and developing countries, and it is the fate of many more in China.

Displacement
Besides divestment and delegation, privatization can proceed by displace
ment, as shown in table 5.2. In contrast to the first two methods, which
require positive acts by government, displacement is a more passive or
indirect process that leads to government being displaced more or less
gradually by the private sector-a withering away of the state, so to speak,
as markets develop to satisfy people's needs. It has also been called priva
tization by attrition, or, perjoratively, privatization by stealth. 43 Often
unrecognized as a form of privatization, displacement is both common
place and an extremely important process by which effective privatization
often occurs with relatively little political battling.
Displacement occurs by default, by withdrawal, and by deregulation,
and it depends ultimately on local initiatives and entrepreneurship. It can
be accelerated by imposing market-based user charges on hitherto "free"
government goods and services, which makes the cost of government pro
vision clear and invites private competitors.
Displacement by default.

When the public considers government produc
tion of goods or services to be inadequate, and the private sector recog
nizes and satisfies the demand, the process can be termed displacement by
default. This process, too, satisfies the definition of privatization, namely,
relying more on the private sector and less on the state to satisfy people's
needs. Gradually, the public begins to look to the private sector for this
activity, and, if the service grows over time and the government-supplied
goods or services continue to be neglected or the government role shrinks
in relative terms, the private sector will playa larger and larger role. Simply
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put, customers desert or avoid the public service. A common example is
the growth of private transportation where government-provided bus ser
vice is deemed unsatisfactory or inadequate by the public. Gypsy cabs,
commuter vans, minibus systems and other informal, quasi-legal, or tech
nically illegal transport services have emerged in numerous cities through
out the world. We are also seeing displacement by default in public
education in large American cities: even parents of limited means have
been withdrawing their children from the public schools in droves,
enrolling them in proliferating private schools and schooling them at home.
Private police offer another example. The public's unsatisfied demand
for conventional police protection and dissatisfaction with the level of
public safety in the United States led to the growth of private guard and
patrol services. Although the latter have not displaced the former, in the
United States the growth has been primarily in the private sector: by 1990,
private police comprised three-fourths of all police. 44
A similar phenomenon is evident throughout the world as private firms
begin to satisfy infrastructure needs that government agencies could not.
Thus, the private sector is financing, building, owning, and operating
roads, bridges, water systems, and wastewater-treatment plants in poor,
developing countries,45 and also in advanced nations, as evidenced by the
English Channel "chunnel" linking England and France. These may be
purely private ventures, in effect, franchises, or they may involve some
degree of public funds through various complex public-private partner
ships, as described later in this book.
, iDisplacement by withdrawal.

Whereas default is unintended or inadver
tent, government can engage in deliberate withdrawal, or "load shedding, "46
by constricting an SOE's growth or shrinking its size while the private sector
expands into that field. This has also been termed "privatization by extinc
tion."47 "Mothballing" is yet another term for this process, allowing SOEs
,t o sit idle and waste away over long periods, which diffuses labor unrest. 48
This process has been going on in Russia and China. An official from Thai
land referred to it as the "bonsai approach" to privatization. His govern
ment stopped giving subsidies to state enterprises, thereby retarding their
growth. Starving them of nutrients, so to speak, and pruning back any vis
ible signs of growth tacitly encouraged private-sector competitors to grow
,and take over the garden. Ultimately, the stunted enterprises, like neglected
and diseased bonsai plants, succumbed and were discarded.
In Lesotho, the Lesotho Freight and Bus Services Corporation (LFBSC),
an SOE that provided trucking and bus services throughout this mountain
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kingdom, had received no new vehicles, had cannibalized the old ones,
and was gradually being displaced by private operators with new equip
ment: vans for intracity transportation, buses for intercity travel, and
trucks for moving goods. When I visited the country, LFBSC had only 66
employees and 25 vehicles, was losing money, and served only a tiny
market niche; I recommended that they liquidate the land, buildings, and
remaining rolling stock and withdraw altogether from the business.
Withdrawal often goes hand-in-hand with default. In Britain, private
health care is reemerging as the system of socialized health care deterio
rates in quality and availability and as funds are cut; people are slowly
migrating toward a private alternative. 49
Load shedding, or withdrawal, can occur by accommodation, that is,
informal cooperation between government and private-sector providers.
This happens when the latter relieve the former of a function the public
agency would rather not perform. For example, private companies provide
security inside shelters for the homeless, an unpleasant task, but it is agreed
that regular police officers will respond expeditiously to calls for help from
such private guards. 50 Some states grant campus police and other private
security personnel the power of arrest and give them jurisdiction on public
streets in the vicinity of their employer's property. Not-for-profit institu
tions such as museums, zoos, opera houses, libraries, and social service
agencies are being encouraged to rely more on private sponsors and phil
anthropists and less on government for financial support. It is anomalous,
for example, that not-for-profit institutions which do not pay property
taxes receive municipal refuse-collection service without charge, but private
firms which pay property taxes do not.
Government withdrawal from established services will not be easy, for
a new political consensus must be achieved to replace the one that brought
about government entry in the first place. Nevertheless, discontent with
government services suggests that such a consensus may emerge. This need
not involve a bruising battle between opposing ideologies. All that is
needed is appropriate encouragement of forces already at work. Evidence
concerning the extent to which working adults care for their elderly rela
tives is instructive. A study of employees in a large American insurance
company showed that 28 percent of the full-time employees over the age
of thirty provided regular care for elderly relatives and friends; they
devoted an average of 10.2 hours per week to such care, and 42 percent
of the caregivers had daily contact with the elder.51 The remarkable aspect
of this finding is that this traditional pattern of family care persists and is
adhered to even by people holding full-time jobs outside the home. To the
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extent that this practice can be rewarded, made easier, and encouraged by
government, through changes in tax and zoning policies and building
codes, for example, the demand for more government provision of such
care will be reduced.
The voluntary formation of geographic collective units, in both urban
and suburban communities, also leads to withdrawal. A new, very local
level of government has emerged in the United States: the condominium.
Ranging in size from a single building to a large community, condomini
ums, neighborhood organizations, civic associations, and business improve
ment districts-we can call one a voluntary microcollective, a micropolis,52
or a common-interest community53-already provide an array of collective
goods, including cleaning and maintaining local streets and parks, remov
ing snow, collecting refuse, operating volunteer ambulance, fire, and patrol
services, and providing plantings and attractive "street furniture" (signs,
litter baskets, benches, bus shelters, street lights, and consolidated news
paper vending machines).54 City services have been reduced in these loca
tions. Besides improving the local quality of life, such organizations can
forge a desperately needed sense of community and can restore citizenship
skills that have atrophied from disuse, skills without which a democracy
cannot long survive.
Such collective units can best be formed in established communities
that have well-defined geographic boundaries, are relatively homogeneous
in terms of income, and have shared values with respect to the services to
'be provided through this mechanism. Local leadership is necessary, as is
an encouraging posture by the local government. The latter can mean
'giving tax rebates to residents in areas that forego city services. This poses
,'a minor administrative problem for the local government, but many com
' munities do this, including Houston and Kansas City, Missouri. In the
,;latter, local homeowner associations can choose to opt out of municipal
:refuse collection service and receive a proportional rebate on their prop
)erty taxes, but they contract with private firms for a higher level of ser
, vice than the city provides.
ii
Another device to encourage the creation and assure the viab~lity of such
,self-governing associations is to grant them taxing authority as special assess
ment districts. New York State has such legislation. 55 An important attribute
of such microcollectives, besides honing the citizenship skills of their mem
·bers, is that the latter have an opportunity to contribute their labor instead
of their money. In the days of a barter economy, people could pay their taxes
in specie such as grain and livestock. In a market economy they must pay
cash. Load shedding to voluntary associations restores to the taxpayer the
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choice of paying in kind-with labor. "Off the books" earnings in the under
ground economy would then have their counterpart in "off the books" tax
payments, that is, payments in kind for collective goods.
Thus, while government has been growing, some load shedding has
also been going on. As the demand for certain collective goods exceeds the
ability of government to supply them at a suitable price and quality, par
ticularly in cities that have been experiencing fiscal stress, exasperated cit
izens form organizations to supplement the municipal service. Default has
gone hand-in-hand with civic action, desertion of the municipal service by
residents, and continued withdrawal of the city service. The voluntary asso
ciations obtain the services they want, custom tailored to their specific
local needs and preferences, thereby exercising direct influence over the
quality of their surroundings.
Displacement by deregulation. State-owned enterprises and government
activities often exist because they have monopoly status and the private
sector is prohibited from competing. Deregulation facilitates privatization
if it enables the private sector to challenge a government monopoly and
even displace it altogether. In the United States, express mail and parcel
delivery services offered by competing private companies have grown
rapidly by de facto deregulation, at the expense of the U.S. Postal Service.
The latter claims and vigorously defends its exclusive right to handle first
class mail and prohibits its competitors from depositing mail in recipients'
mail boxes, but the regulations are under attack and their repeal was advo
cated by the President's Commission on Privatization. 56 In Guatemala, an
estimated 60 to 80 percent of all mail is carried by some 250 private deliv
ery services, which are deemed more reliable than the government mail
service. Even government agencies are reported to use private services for
important mailings that they cannot afford to 10se. 57
Day care is another good candidate for deregulation. Since time
immemorial, parents have arranged for relatives, friends, and neighbors
to care for their children, and parents have taken into consideration the
character and qualities of individuals to whom they entrust their children
and the surroundings in which their children are placed. In recent years,
however, day care has become the object of increasing government involve
ment and financing. The result has been an increasingly complex web of
legal restrictions as to who can provide the service, the number and kind
of personnel who must be in attendance, the nature and design of the facil
ities, and so forth. The statement of an incredulous and indignant day
care operator to a zoning board in Washington, D.C., is worth quoting:
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"You're telling us we cannot operate a day-care facility in a residentially
zoned middle-class neighborhood with a large number of working moth
ers, but we can operate a center in a commercial zone between two top
less bars?" 58 The bizarre result of all the restrictions, however well
intended, was that most families and homes would not be certified by gov
ernment as suitable for child care. In fact, the situation has been chang
ing, with the introduction of vouchers that can be used by the parent to
pay any provider of day care.
In many countries, years of state regulatory intervention have pro
duced bureaucratic obstacles and economic stagnation. Hernando de Soto
illustrates how much time is wasted in Peru following the labyrinthine offi
cial procedures to start a business or build a house: it takes 289 days to
. register an industrial enterprise and 26 months to license jitney operators,
for example. The informal economy (i.e., "black market") encourages far
greater productivity than the official sector. 59 (It is dismaying to note that
getting a jitney license is even more difficult in New York City!60). DeSoto
:advocates deregulation, debureaucratization, and decentralization. The
Economist succinctly summarizes the situation in developing countries:
."[B]ad government is the biggest single reason for poverty in the third
world, and less government is the most effective single remedy. "61
In countries where state-owned agriculture marketing boards are the
.only authorized buyers and sellers of agricultural products, deregulation
allows private markets to develop and displace those SOEs. In Somalia, for
example, the state-owned corporation that had a monopoly of agricultural
products saw its market share plummet from 100 percent to less than 5
"percent within three years after private entrepreneurs were allowed to buy
sell farm products. 62
Post-socialist countries revived their devastated economies by repeal
laws that prohibited private ownership, thereby encouraging entrepre
and allowing market mechanisms to prevail. "Marketization" is
er term for this process, which aims to achieve economic efficiency
AArough exposure to market discipline. The end result of deregulation is
emergence of demand-driven, market-based arrangements to satisfy
hunmet needs.
Overall, the People's Republic of China offers the best example of pri
. tion by displacement. The first step was the deregulation of agricul
in 1978. In effect farmers were able to exercise virtually all property
ts customarily associated with ownership of specific parcels of land,
Ilp rovided they paid rent to the state in the form of contracted deliveries of
grain. Agricultural production mushroomed, in sharp contrast to the food
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shortages that occurred under collective farming, leading to famines that
killed millions. The resulting rural wealth, coupled with further de facto
deregulation, led in turn to the creation of (politically correct) village and
township enterprises that engaged in manufacturing that contributed
immensely to China's economic boom. Although some may question
whether this can be called privatization, such enterprises are analogous to
employee stock-ownership plans. In the 1990s this nominally communist
country has been withholding support for SOEs, often by failing to pay the
workers and thereby hastening their departure from the inactive, moribund
enterprises; this is withdrawal. It has also been encouraging the formation
and growth of private enterprises instead of forbidding them as in the past;
this is deregulation. Displaced workers have been getting jobs and starting
businesses in the booming private sector. This process has been accom
plished without significant social unrest, due to firm autocratic control.

TABLE 5.3-ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF PRIVATIZATION METHODS

Franchise by concession

Each of these privatization methods has advantages and disadvantages. The
principal features of each method listed in table 5.2 (p. 127) are summa
rized in table 5.3, which is adapted from Daniel Potash. 63 Judging from
this summary, the easiest option is sale or free transfer to users or customer
cooperatives, although this is rarely an available or meaningful option. The
most advantageous options, the ones that are most likely to achieve the
privatization objectives listed previously, arouse opposition that must be
overcome. Chapter 11 discusses these obstacles.

Disadvantages

Increases productivity; saves
money; is transparent
Brings expertise, technology,
investment; cuts costs
Brings expertise, technology;
cuts costs
Less costly than direct
government provision
Gives recipients choice;
saves money; corruption
free
Imposes full cost on private
sector

Probable worker opposition

Popular; transparent;
raises cash
Retains operating experience;
popular with employees
Popular; gets rid of problem;
eliminates drain on funds;
raises cash; transparent
Brings expertise, technology,
investment; government
retains part owners hi p
Popular with the public

Examples of Privatization
Thousands of privatizations have been carried out utilizing one or more
of these methods. Two examples are given here to illustrate the range of
issues that arise even in what appear to be straightforward privatization
efforts, as well as the need to use more than one of the methods.

Several of these different forms of privatization can be illustrated in a single
example: the bus system in the capital of a Third World country. The city,
with a million inhabitants, had the following transportation system:
(1) A state-owned bus enterprise with the exclusive right to operate

Advantages

Brings expertise, technology,
investment; raises some
cash; government retains
part ownership
Brings expertise, technology,
investment; raises cash

Comparison of Privatization Methods

By a Combination of Methods
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Popular with employees

:. cooperative
transfer to original
Owner
l iquidation

Popular; eliminates problem
and money drain;
transparent
Fair
Gets rid of problem;
raises some cash
Subtle solution
Can do gradually
Good policy

Probable worker opposition
Probable worker opposition
Continued cost to government;
not very transparent
Continued cost to
government
Imposes full cost on private
sector; masks government
role
Not very transparent

Possible worker opposition;
may not attract buyers;
not very transparent
Suitable only for low-risk
situations; no new
investment in the enterprise
No new investment, expertise,
or technology brought into
the enterprise

Raises no revenue
Retains management; no
revenue; no new investment
or expertise
No revenue; no new investment
or expertise; unfair to public
Raises no revenue
Raises no revenue; unpopular?
Worker opposition
Temporary public complaints
Public complaints
Complex; opposition from
vested interests
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ordinary (large) buses for public transportation within the city. These buses
carried a third of the city's paying passengers. The vehicles were old and
poorly maintained, and many were an inappropriate size for their routes.
(Buses of the wrong size had been bought because they were the only buses
manufactured in the country that provided the foreign aid that made the
purchase possible, and purchasing these buses was a condition of the aid.)
The buses were garaged and serviced in a large, new depot near the center
of the city.
(2) An extensive system of route taxis, that is, private vehicles that ran
along fixed routes and picked up and dropped off passengers anywhere
along that route (if they had vacant seats), charging a fixed fare. Only
sedans could be used for this service; vans, minibuses, and the like were
not permitted. Nevertheless, these taxis carried two-thirds of the city's
payIng passengers.
(3) Privately owned bus companies that used large buses restricted to
intercity service, charter service (for example, for tourists), and transport
ing school children.
The SOE was losing a great deal of money and, having just built the
costly depot, was faced with the added need to buy an expensive new bus
fleet to replace the aging one that had been poorly maintained. Moreover,
there was widespread dissatisfaction with the service. For these reasons,
because of the likelihood of a continued drain on this nation's resources,
and because the nation's political leaders became convinced that the pri
vate sector could do a much better job and relieve the government of a
troublesome burden, the decision was made to privatize the SOE.
Immediately numerous policy questions arose. Should the SOE be sold
intact? If not, what should be done with it? Which form or forms of priva
tization should be employed? Which regulations, if any, should be elimi
nated? What new regulations, if any, should be imposed? Given the
government's desire to maintain transport services in some of the outlying,
less densely populated areas of the city, how can this best be accomplished?
Presumably, one reason for the heavy losses of the SOE is the political desire
to keep fares low. Should the fare prices be controlled? Should city trans
portation continue to be subsidized? Should all passengers be subsidized?
Some passengers? Which ones? How, that is, by what mechanism? What is
the best way to privatize passenger transportation in this city?
A recommended privatization plan involved the following elements:
selling the buses, by auction; selling or leasing the new depot directly, by
bidding and negotiation, perhaps to a consortium of private bus or taxi
owners; liquidating the SOE; deregulating entry and allowing the private
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transport industry to use vans, small buses, or any other vehicles; award
ing (by competitive bidding) exclusive, fixed-term franchises for major
routes (to avoid dangerous, cut-throat competition in the city streets) with
price regulation based on profits; contracting for service to the low-density
areas by competitive bidding (in effect, subsidizing these routes); establish
ing safety regulations for driver licensing, vehicle inspection, and manda
tory insurance coverage; subsidizing school children and senior citizens at
,appropriate times of the day, using vouchers (that is, discount passes); oth
erwise relying on market prices. The support of the current drivers of the
,GOE buses could be gained if some or all of the buses were given to the
drivers, along with franchises of limited duration for certain routes.
Note that this plan includes almost all the forms of privatization shown
:'in table 5.2: sale, free transfer to employees, liquidation, contract, lease,
~£ranchise, voucher, and displacement by withdrawal and deregulation.

Default, Deregulation, and Franchising
experience in Ukraine illustrates how default, deregulation, and fran
r'l"h ''''ing led to the creation of a private bus industry. I arrived in Odessa,
aine, in August 1993, under an assistance agreement between the
r~u 1llted States and Ukraine, to advise on the privatization of municipal ser
As a former "Deputy Vice Mayor" of New York City (this was the
~nU."':Han approximation of my title, First Deputy City Administrator, when
served under the Deputy Mayor/City Administrator), it was easy to make
tact with Odessa's deputy mayor, a dynamic individual who was open
new ideas.
When I explained that my mission was to seek opportunities to pri
tize municipal services, he encouraged me enthusiastically and arranged
etings with various city and provincial ("oblast") officials. I quickly
. ;erved that public transportation-provided by the national Ministry of
.Transportation, operating at the oblast level-was woefully inadequate, as
counted more than 200 people waiting at each of several bus stops; dis
Cussions with ordinary citizens and public officials rapidly confirmed the
accuracy of my observations and revealed widespread dissatisfaction with
the service. When I raised the idea (over glasses of Slivovitz at his dacha
on the banks of the Dniester River one Sunday afternoon) of having pri
vate firms provide bus service in the city, however, the deputy mayor was
dUbious. "Who would be crazy enough to operate a private bus service in
Odessa?" he asked. Nevertheless, he suggested that I draft an announce
ment for the local papers to see if anyone would respond. He translated
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my draft, had it approved by the City Council, and placed it in the four
local Russian and Ukrainian newspapers. The announcement simply stated
that the Odessa City Council was interested in having private firms oper
ate buses in the city, and asked interested parties to call for information.
Ultimately eight people showed up at a meeting. Some owned buses
used for "shopping tours" to Bulgaria and Istanbul, others were drivers for
state-owned enterprises that had buses for transporting enterprise employ
ees between job sites but were underutilized. Of invaluable assistance in
this entire project was the city's staff person who kept track of trans
portation issues, but whose work was widely ignored and even ridiculed
as useless, given the City's non-role in bus transportation. He turned out
to be an indispensable fount of knowledge, generator of ideas, and enthu
siastic supporter of the concept. 64
Extended discussions resulted in laying out four initial routes for the
entrepreneurs (in essence, these were franchises), and an agreement that
they would (1) receive no subsidy; but (2) charge a market fare, which was
fifty times (!) the fare on the public buses (the customary socialist fare cov
ered only 2 percent of the cost of the service); and (3) pay a franchise fee
of about 3 percent to the city, to defray in full the cost of a city dispatcher.
The first private buses started operating in November 1993, exactly
three months after my agreement with the deputy mayor. The public was
greatly satisfied with the new service, despite the unaccustomed high fare,
and profusely thanked the city officials for providing this new and much
needed service. (This is a politician's dream: a service that costs the city
government nothing yet draws grateful appreciation from the citizens.)
The state-run bus service immediately saw this private service as a threat
to its long-standing monopoly and tried to sabotage the fledgling program
in various ways (e.g., running along the private routes with similar bus
numbers-50A instead of 50-but undercharging the private buses) while
at the same time improving its own service (by bringing in buses from other
cities!). The city government, however, frustrated and unhappy with the
state agency-it had been calling in vain for better service for years and had
even purchased buses and given them to the agency-supported the private
plan. After extensive negotiations, a truce was arranged and the private
buses, now increased in number, entered routine operation. The city gov
ernment helped bring this about in two crucial ways: (1) by applying a cre
ative interpretation to a national law that might have been used to prohibit
private bus services-in effect, they deregulated by treating the private buses
as taxis; and (2) by guaranteeing the private operators that if they could not
get fuel from their own sources, the city would sell them fuel, at market
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prices. (Fuel shortages were widespread in Ukraine at the time.) These two
acts by the city government, coupled with the city's protection against the
hostile state bus agency, proved to be critical to the success of the program.
In January 1994, just six weeks after the start of the program in Odessa,
I returned to Ukraine and, together with my successor on the project and
Odessa's transportation specialist, went on a 1,400-kilometer road tour,
visiting the cities of Nikolaev, Zaparozhye, Donetsk, and Kharkov in a one
week blitz. We met with the mayors of those cities and explained what we
had done in Odessa, arousing great interest. At the same time, television sta
throughout Ukraine were reporting favorably on Odessa's private bus
l'...... '"'~ram; this was part of our carefully planned publicity effort.
The benefits of the program were so obvious and well known that the
spread like wildfire throughout all of Ukraine. By August 1995, just
years after my first meeting with Odessa's deputy mayor and after
ming many problems, a private bus industry, complete with an
iM rI""+- ..,, trade association, had emerged. No less than 52 private compa
were in existence, operating with 1,700 buses in 75 cities. Plans were
t to establish a bus assembly plant in Ukraine. Subsidiary industries
ted for bus repair, rehabilitation, customization, and advertising on
. The state agency learned a lesson from the marketplace: it raised
regular fares, thereby recovering a larger portion of its costs through
fare box, saving about $10 million per year, and reducing the drain
government funds, while the public's demand for more government
. abated. In the meantime, an estimated 5,000 new jobs were cre
and the public began getting vastly better transportation service. The
the savings, and the job creation were expected to continue grow
rapidly. In short, a private bus transportation industry was established
before there was only a malfunctioning and inadequate govern
monopoly. Postscript: Three years later the mayor of Lviv, another
or city in Ukraine, was re-elected primarily because he had introduced
te transportation in his city.
The critical factors for success in this case were
• openness by a high-ranking official to the idea of privatized
public services, a new idea imported by a foreign expert;
• an internal "champion" of the idea, the city's staff person
responsible for transportation;
• government default and an obvious need for more and better ser
vice for the public;
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• entrepreneurs willing to take a chance;
• creative deregulation by the city government, allowing private
firms to enter the field;

2. Assign unambiguous responsibility for the process, for it is a
complicated one that requires authority, resources, knowledge
able personnel, and often consultants.

• franchise awards by the city government;
• city support for this infant industry by assuring the firms of fuel
supplies and protecting them from the predatory state monopolist;

3. Establish clear objectives for the privatization program. As just
noted, because there may be many different desirable but
sometimes conflicting objectives, careful attention must be
given to this step. Intuitive feelings are not enough.
4. Select the appropriate form of privatization, choosing among
the many different forms identified previously or crafting a
suitable combination of them. The selection should be based
on a careful analysis of the sector, sector trends, experiences
elsewhere, political factors, employee relations, degree of com
petition that can be elicited, financial conditions, estimates of
the situation-specific economic and other benefits that may be
realized, and the privatization objectives.
5. Enact necessary legal reforms. Privatization may require new
laws to protect private investors and to allow contracting for
services, selling state assets such as natural resources, or estab
lishing long-term concessions for infrastructure, for example.
6. Develop clear and transparent procedures for the process:
competitive bidding, public announcements, disclosure of
prices and bidders, and oversight. Chapter 8 discusses bidding
in more detail, but suffice it to say that the hallmarks of a
good procedure are open and equitable criteria for qualifying
bidders and selecting winners, a reasonable timetable, and
clear standards for performance, payment, and future invest
ment (if appropriate).
7. Estimate the values of assets and enterprises that are slated for
divestment by using professional assessment specialists. Differ
ent methods may be used, such as discounted cash flow, liqui
dation value, replacement value, book value, or comparative
value, but ultimately the only valid measure is the market price
as determined by a competitive process, such as auction, bid, or
public share offering. Governments typically have greatly
inflated and unrealistic expectations of the value of their trou
bled enterprises and deteriorating assets. Generally speaking,
the ease of gaining support for privatizing an enterprise is
inversely proportional to the difficulty of finding a buyer.

• widespread publicity and reporting of the successes; and
• superb guidance of the project by my successor, working closely
with city officials.
There are even more lessons to be learned, however. At one point the
private bus firms were bribing public bus drivers to disappear from their
routes, so that the private buses would be able to pick up even more pas
sengers. The public drivers were given enough cash to correspond to normal
fare receipts, which they would turn in as usual at the end of the day, and
also a sizable bribe for abandoning their routes that day. Even rudimentary
management oversight in the public bus agency would have prevented this
corrupt practice. The moral of the story is that good management, anticor
ruption watchdogs, and monitoring of franchisees are necessary for proper
privatization (and for government operations in general, for that matter).

Managing the Privatization Process
Privatization is more a political than an economic act. Long-term, incre
mentalist tactics are needed to implement a privatization strategy, with a
research and public relations effort to press for internal and external sup
port respectively, tax reforms to encourage it, legislation to allow it, and
strong coalitions of stakeholders-some newly converted-to support it. It
may also be necessary to erode antiprivatization coalitions, for example,
by selling or giving shares to workers of a GOE that is to be privatized. 65
Government must organize and manage the process. A useful set of man
agement guidelines for this vital task is summarized here;66 these are elabo
rated and discussed in detail in chapter 7 (for contracting) and chapter 8 (for
divestment):
1. Assure that the political will exists and is understood through
out the government; this is the most important requirement,
without which the process is doomed.
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8. Deal fairly with current employees. This topic is treated at
length in chapter 11.
9. Address fears that privatization will harm the poor. This topic,
too, is dealt with in chapter II.

10. Gain public support by educating the public about privatiza
tion. The public must come to understand, however superfi
cially, what privatization is, why it is necessary, the problems it
is intended to overcome, the short-term and long-term advan
tages, how it will be carried out, and how all segments of the
public stand to benefit.

The Results of Privatization
'ATIZATION IS POPULAR and growing throughout the world for

Summary
Certain common symptoms help identify privatization candidates. Priva
tization objectives are varied and sometimes mutually exclusive, and they
must be selected thoughtfully. Privatization is not enough, however; a suit
able policy environment is needed to achieve the desired goals.
Divestment, delegation, and displacement encompass twenty different
specific techniques to privatize services, enterprises, and assets. Each of
the techniques has unique characteristics with advantages and disadvan
tages. Together they comprise an impressive arsenal to be used selectively
by discerning public officials. Guidelines for executing privatization pro
grams have been developed based on widespread experiences. Competi
tion is the essential ingredient common to successful privatizations.

y pragmatic reasons. When carried out sensibly, it leads to greater
ductivity and better economic performance. Numerous convincing stud
of competitive contracting and divestment provide overwhelming and
biguous evidence as to the effectiveness of privatization. Compre
ve studies of public services-typically municipal services-that have
en privatized by contracting are numerous and widespread because the
j~rvices themselves are very similar in different cities and even in different
lCountries: solid-waste collection, bus transport, water supply, and the
~aintenance of vehicles, parks, and streets, for example. Hence, these stud
can be carried out across jurisdictions and aggregated, leading to a
volume of responsible studies. In contrast, every state-owned enter
is different and operates under a different regime in each country; no
try has more than one national airline and one national telephone
~ompany. This would appear to make it harder to draw compelling con
I"";ons about divestments of such enterprises, but, in fact, several impor
studies of such divestments have been conducted and are presented
. First, the principal studies of contracting are reviewed and then the
nce on divestment, comparing public and private enterprises.

tracting has been examined in the United States, Canada, England,
''''''-J..nany, Japan, and Switzerland, through surveys of public officials,
d-after studies, and cross-sectional econometric studies. These
demonstrate that savings average about 25 percent for the same
and quality of services, after taking into account the cost of admin
f- .. ~.ung and monitoring the contract.1 These three very different kinds of
iStudies are remarkably consistent and mutually corroborative. The results
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